Symmetries of the Alphabet    A. Ross Eckler
Near-Heterogrammatic Double 5-Squares    R. Gooch
A Crossword Puzzle Square    J. Teeters
Word Tiling    C. Cook
Compass Point Sudokus    J. Farrell
Colloquy    C. McManus
Phone Messages    S. Kahan
Cartoon    J. Martinez
The Alert Boss and Fair Clerk    Anil
Spoonergrams    J. Puder
Limerickshaws    D. Morice
My Visit to Grant’s Tome    L. Echols
Generic Edges    S. Thorpe
Modern Sator Squares    J. Grant
Spoonertoons 4: Fortune of Reversal    D. Hauptman
Degaraged, Depiped and Derotored    J. Grant
Consecutive Palindromic Triads    S. Kahan
Words from Dice    A. Ross Eckler
Unique Generic Locks    S. Thorpe
Definitive Tail Homophones    Anil
What’s In? A Name!    S. Kahan
Aerst Transposals    J. Grant
The Magic Spell    B. Friedhoffer
Answers and Solutions

All back issues of Word Ways are available on microfilm from University Microfilms (ProQuest Information and Learning), 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor MI 48106-1346